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                Any degree of hyperbole with which one might speak of Tristan und Isolde will already have been exceeded. Thus Arthur Groos’s editorial Introduction to the new Cambridge Opera Handbook opens with Nietzsche’s celebrated dictum, ‘Tristan und Isolde, the actual opus metaphysicum of all art’, and soon quotes Wagner dating a letter to Ludwig II ‘the second day of Tristan’ (13 June 1865). A new calendar has begun, the air of another planet almost upon us. Yet it is often difficult to know what to say beyond apparently truthful yet breathless panegyrics, including those that fall, like Nietzsche’s, into reverse. (Adorno managed both at once, his dialectics less negative than those for the Ring.) Gross’s handbook quite properly grasps the nettle by proposing different standpoints from which to view the work: scholarly anamorphosis, one might say, though the danger remains of considering all as equal, when music and metaphysics seem persistently in this particular case to trump all other concerns.
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